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The options for a revolver
are many but the objective

remains the same;
prepare for danger.

he morning had started out great. I had
been fishing a series of beaver ponds

I I with a fair amount of success on a small
creek about 25 miles east of Birmingham. I
had caught some bass in the first two ponds
and decided to fish the third pond from the
opposite side of the creek. The shortest way
to get there was to cross the small beaver
dam that formed the last pond. The 15-foot-
wide dam looked sturdy enough so I started
across. I watched my step, staying alert for
snakes. About halfway across, seemingly
out of nowhere, a well-camouflaged
cottonmouth moccasin rose menacingly
from its resting place to greet me. Suddenly,
my morning was not so great. I had already
questioned my decision to cross the dam.
The unsure footing seemed determined to

dump me into the water, but now
I was certain it was a mistake. As
had been my habit for years, I
carried a "trail gun" with me. It was
loaded with snake shot in the first
chamber for such an occasion.
However, the situation with the
cottonmouth was soon resolved as
it lost the stare-down with me and
slid into the water and swam off.
I had caught enough fish for the
day and headed back to the truck
for the psychological comfort of a
Little Debby snack and a Coke.

What Is a Trail Gun?
For me, a trail gun is a handgun I carry afield

without the specific purpose of shooting
anything. Ideally, I want it to be small enough
to have it on my person or in my tackle
box or day pack if the need ever arises to
use it. Over the years, I have mostly carried
revolvers because they utilize shotshells
easier for close encounters of the snake kind.
A great many revolvers and calibers will
work well as a trail gun. Everyone has their
favorites.

My Favorite Trail Guns
For a number of years, one of my favorites

has been the Smith & Wesson model 63 in
.22lr and stainless steel and with a 4-inch
barrel. It's lightweight, easy to carry, and
accurate.The current model 63 has a 3-inch
barrel with a hi-viz™ front sight, which is
a real advantage for the shooter. It has an
8 shot capacity and weighs 26 ounces. I
generally load the first chamber or two with
snake shot and the rest with hollow points.
Being stainless steel is a real plus when I'm
fishing from my canoe or wade-fishing.
Another favorite is the Smith & Wesson
model 36 snub nose .38 that I have outfitted
with Pachmayr rubber grips that fit my hand
better. Mine shows the wear and tear it has
received over the years as a favorite carry
companion. If I were buying a .38 today for
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this purpose, I would probably choose a model 442 as it's an
Airweight™ model in alloy and stainless steel and better for use
around water than my blue model 36.

A Ruger SP 101 in .38/357 in stainless steel and a 3-inch barrel
is a favorite of mine to carry when "woods bumming" or scouting
for deer. It has a 6 shot capacity, weighs 25 ounces and feels
solid in my hand. It has plenty of power for whatever I might
need it for in the woods of Alabama.

A Different Take on Trail Guns
My friend Jerry has a different take on trail guns. For a larger

caliber, he favors the .447.44 magnum in the Ruger Redhawk™
in stainless steel with a 7.5-inch barrel. At 53 ounces, the
Redhawk™ is a load to carry, so Jerry favors a shoulder holster
for ease of carrying. He loads a .44 shotshell as his first round,
followed by .44 hollow points. With the 7.5-inch barrel, it's a
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A compact .38 Special is an ideal
trail gun for many outdoorsmen.
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powerful and accurate revolver. Most times, Jerry is carrying his
Ruger New Bearcat™ in .22lr in a hip holster or in his tackle box.
He considers it a great gun for creek fishing due to its small size
and stainless steel construction. Again, he likes to load the first
chamber with snake shot and the balance with hollow points.

Patterning Snake Shot
Recently, Jerry and I went to the range to pattern our favorite

trail guns with snake shot to see how well they did at a "close
encounter" range of eight feet. After firing a number of .22lr, .38
and .44 shotshells at targets, we were pleased with the results.
Each of the revolvers put enough shot in the center ring to
dispatch a snake. We were surprised to find the .22lr put the
most shot in the center ring followed by the .38 Special and
.44 Special. It's quite possible that these loads would pattern
differently in a different combination of pistols and calibers. M

SHOTGUN CHOKE TUBES

Get your limit!
Don't be limited by your shotgun and/or choke tube-

Get your limit with Colonial Arms choke tubes
With bird season upon us, it is a time for fun, excitement and of course limits. With
Colonial Arms choke tubes, you can have all! Colonial Arms offers a wide variety of
choke tubes for the hunting enthusiast. Among the most popular are the 2"
extended ported style in Cylinder to Full constrictions and the 3/8" extended
Sporting/Field style in Cylinder to Full constrictions.

Along with these, Colonial Arms offers many more choke tubes
& styles for most major shotgun manufacturers in 10,12,16,20,28
and 410 gauges.

Call today or visit online at www.colonialarms.com & be
ready for the season-whichever season you enjoy.

"What's in your barrel?"
Catalogs available on request.

Please call 800-949-8088 or visit www.colonialarms.com.
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